Welcome
Welcome to Taube Atrium Theater for A Delicate Arrangement of Sounds,
the first concert of Earplay’s 33rd season. This irresistible program of 21st
century music features a world premiere and a West Coast premiere. Bruce
Bennett’s Small Art is a set of nine miniatures, each dedicated to a different
person. The world premiere of Franck Bedrossian’s I’m nobody! Who are
you? uses the disarming instrumentation of bass flute, contrabass clarinet,
and viola in an Earplay/Fromm Foundation commission. Up and coming
British composer Helen Grime’s Three Whistler Miniatures for piano trio
gives West Coast listeners a taste of her lyricism and intelligence.
The second half of tonight’s concert presents the West Coast premiere of
song cycle The Coming of Age by Earplay co-founder Richard Festinger.
Richard is Earplay’s featured composer for 2018, as we celebrate his 70th
birthday. Lyric coloratura soprano Nikki Einfeld joins the fabulous
Earplayers to weave “a delicate arrangement of sounds” around poems by
writer Denis Johnson.
We hope you will join us for a pre-concert conversation with composers
Franck Bedrossian, Bruce Bennett, and Richard Festinger. And please linger
after the concert to chat with composers, Earplayers, and Earplay board
members over refreshments and a glass of wine.
Thanks to the enthusiastic support from you and from our generous
funders, Earplay will continue to commission exciting new works and to
present passionate performances of the finest new music of our time. We
can’t do it without you. Please join us again here in Taube Atrium Theater
at our next concert on March 19th !
— Earplay Board of Directors
Board of Directors
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Advisory Board
Chen Yi
Richard Felciano
William Kraft
Kent Nagano
Wayne Peterson

Monday, February 5, 2018 at 7:30 p.m.
Taube Atrium Theater

Earplay Season 33:
music without beginning or end
Concert 1:
A Delicate Arrangement of Sounds
Earplayers
Terrie Baune, violin
Tod Brody, flutes
Mary Chun, conductor
Peter Josheff, clarinets
Thalia Moore, cello
Ellen Ruth Rose, viola
Brenda Tom, piano

Guest Artist
Nikki Einfeld, soprano
Pre-concert conversation at 6:45 PM:
Bruce Christian Bennett, moderator
with composers
Franck Bedrossian, Bruce Christian Bennett,
and Richard Festinger
Please power down your cellphone before the performance. No photography, videography, or
sound recording is permitted. Programs are subject to change without notice.
Earplay’s season is made possible through generous funding from the Ann and Gordon Getty
Foundation, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, San Francisco Grants for the Arts, the
Zellerbach Family Foundation, and generous donors like you.
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4. The Coming of Age

Nikki Einfeld
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Peter Josheff
Terrie Baune
Ellen Ruth Rose
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Brenda Tom
Mary Chun
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Program Notes
Small Art (2015) by Bruce Christian Bennett
for piano

Small Art for piano is a set of nine short character pieces, each about a
minute long, give or take. It started as a general call for friends to create
new and original small art works for each other. Some of my friends sent
me small visual artworks that now grace the walls of my studio. Not being a
visual artist myself, I embarked on composing this set of short pieces, each
dedicated to a friend. Only five of the nine are musicians, and only three of
those are pianists, one of whom is deceased.
As a set of short pieces, Small Art may be reminiscent of the keyboard suites
of J.S. Bach or perhaps some of the collections of short piano pieces by Béla
Bartók. Though most of the pieces have no specific reference to dance music
styles of the 18th century, the 7th and 9th pieces do draw on specific
stylistic aspects of that era.
The first piece was composed for and dedicated to pianist (and my dear
friend) Lee Alan Nolan. It is somewhat expressionistic in character, drawing
on the free atonal music of the Second Viennese School. The opening figure
is echoed and varied in the subsequent two phrases as the initial energy of
the forte gradually dissipates to a pianissisimo, evaporating into the upper
register of the piano.
The second piece was composed in memoriam of pianist Billy Pearsly
shortly after I learned of his sudden, unexpected death. Billy, Lee, and I
were housemates while we attended the San Francisco Conservatory of
Music and had/have been friends ever since. It is a slow, spacious, and
somber piece that alludes to the final piece of Arnold Schoenberg’s Op. 19,
composed after he learned his friend and patron Gustav Mahler had passed
away.
The third piece is dedicated to rock guitarist Eli Osterberg, who made a
lovely 6" x 7" framed, pen and crayon drawn piece for me that roughly
depicts a sunset on the Oregon coast. The constant, crunchy, "powerchord"–like, fortissimo eighth-notes against a slower but equally aggressive
bass line (rhythmically 8 against 3) may evoke competing acts in a battle-ofthe-bands contest.
Matthew Ethridge is a tireless environmental advocate, both a necessary
and admirable pursuit (the planet isn’t getting any cooler!). His efforts are
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inherently frustrating as one must work against relentless obstruction by
moneyed interests. This fourth piece reels off rapid-fire repeating
sixteenth-notes on middle-D with irregular accent patterns. Flurries of
arpeggios peel off from the D. The repetition reasserts itself until it is finally
cut off by octave B-flats in the upper register.
The fifth piece, played senza misura, is quiet and meditative, and echoes the
cello and piano, and violin and piano movements of Olivier Messiaen’s
Quartet for the End of Time. It is dedicated to Annabeth Jensen, an
absolutely lovely person and long-time friend, an elementary school teacher
in Portland, Oregon.
Davis Rogan is a long-time friend who is a New Orleanian singer,
songwriter, and pianist. The sixth piece is dedicated to him and plays with
his predilection for stride piano and boogie-woogie.
The seventh piece is dedicated to French journalist Anne Jocteur Monrozier,
who covered a story on the musicians of New Orleans following Hurricane
Katrina. It has the air of a slow, somewhat somber aria that perhaps carries
a hint of François Couperin. The Baroque-style ornamentation articulates a
simple, mostly white-key melody in the right hand with a left-hand
accompaniment that seems just a bit out of sorts.
Drummer William Langton is a long-time San Francisco Bay Area funk and
jazz drummer who studied music theory with me for a few years. We have
become good friends and he is certainly one of my favorite drummers to
play with. The eighth piece is dedicated to him and lays out a "groovy" bass
line over which a wistful descending melody that gradually plays with the
sense of where the downbeat might fall.
Last, but not least, the ninth piece, maestoso in tempo and perhaps furioso in
character, embraces the rhythm and phrasing of the Baroque French
overture style, but with a rather thick and not-at-all Baroque harmonic
palette. It is dedicated to Anne Jocteur Monrozier’s wonderful husband,
French radio disc jockey Robex Plato.
— B. C. B.
¨

Bruce Christian Bennett (b. 1968) is a native
of Seattle. He is an active performer of improvised
music. His works as a composer have been played
throughout the United States and abroad by the
Arditti String Quartet, the Avenue Winds, the
Berkeley Symphony, CityWinds, the Del Sol String
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Quartet, Earplay, Ensemble InterContemporain, the Kairos Quartet, the New
Orleans New Music Ensemble, the Oregon Bach Festival, the Paragon Brass
Quintet, and Sirius, and by performers including Brian Connelly, Tom
Dambly, Helen Gillet, Matt Ingalls, Jerry Kuderna, Alexandra Kocheva, Hugh
Livingston, Gary Scavone, and Michael Zbyszynski. His electroacoustic
music has been presented at curated events including the Electric Rainbow
Coalition Festival at Dartmouth, Natural Disasters exhibit in New Orleans,
the Pulse Field exhibition in Atlanta, the Electronic Music Midwest Festival,
Sonic Circuits II, Cultural Labyrinth in San Francisco, EX-STATIC and Sonic
Residues in Melbourne, Australia, and at ICMA, SEAMUS, and SCI
conferences.
¨

I’m nobody! Who are you? (2016) by Franck Bedrossian
for bass flute, contrabass clarinet, and viola
World premiere; Earplay/Fromm commission
The composition of a piece of music often starts with the preparation of its
instrumentarium: this is a multifaceted trio, each facet being developed
through writing. The texture of this trio, which unfolds in the medium and
low registers, gives the whole a particular color. It operates at low pressure
and nourishes itself from an apparent imbalance of power between
instrumental parts; from that point of view, the premises of drama are
present within the instrumentation.
I wanted to extract from this texture a range of harmonic colors, strong
contrasts and oppositions — a set of permanent exchanges between bass
and treble registers, causing tensions, echoes and divergences between
instrumental identities.
To complete the visual analogy, I placed at the heart of the piece this Emily
Dickinson poem — written with the bow on the strings.
I’m Nobody! Who are you?
Are you — Nobody — too?
Then there’s a pair of us!
Don’t tell! they’d advertise — you know!
How dreary — to be — Somebody!
How public — like a Frog —
To tell one’s name — the livelong June —
To an admiring Bog!
¨

— F. B.
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Franck Bedrossian was born in Paris in 1971.
After studying harmony, counterpoint, orchestration
and analysis at the National Conservatory of Paris, he
studied composition with Allain Gaussin and entered the
Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris
(class of Gerard Grisey and Marco Stroppa), where he
obtained a first prize for analysis and the diploma of higher studies in
composition unanimously. In 2002-2003, he attended the Cursus in
composition and computer music at IRCAM, studying with Philippe Leroux,
Brian Ferneyhough, Tristan Murail and Philippe Manoury. Meanwhile, he
completed his training with Helmut Lachenmann (Acanthes 1999,
International Ensemble Modern Akademie 2004).
His works have been performed in Europe, Russia, the United States, and
South America by ensembles such as L'Itinéraire, 2E2M, Ictus, Court Circuit,
Cairn, Ensemble Modern, Ensemble Intercontemporain, Klangforum Wien,
Orchestre National de Lyon, SWR Baden Baden und Freiburg Symphony
Orchestra, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, Contrechamps, KNM Berlin,
San Francisco Contemporary Music Players, Eco Ensemble, Ensemble Moto
Perpetuo, Moscow Contemporary Ensemble, the Danel Quartet, the Diotima
Quartet, and the Tana Quartet as part of festivals Agora, Resonances, Manca,
Musica Nova, International Festival Cervantino, RTÉ Living Music Festival,
Présences, Borealis Festival, Ars Musica, Nuova Consonanza, Suona
Francese, Printemps des Arts de Monte-Carlo, Festival International d'Artlyrique d'Aix-en-Provence, Fabbrica Europa, Wien Modern, Archipel,
Donaueschinger Musiktage, MaerzMusik, Sommer in Stuttgart, Darmstadt
Ferienkurse für Neue Musik, and Venice Biennale.
In 2001, he received a grant from the Meyer Foundation, the Fondation
Bleustein-Blanchet for Vocation and in 2004 the Prix Hervé Dugardin
SACEM. In 2005, the Institut de France (Académie des Beaux-Arts) awarded
him the Pierre Cardin Prize of Musical Composition. Franck Bedrossian also
received the prize for young composers of SACEM in 2007. He was a
resident at the Villa Medici in April 2006 to April 2008, and teaches
Composition at the University of California, Berkeley. He has recently been
awarded as "Chevalier dans l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres" by the French
Minsitry of Culture. His works are published by Éditions Billaudot and
Verlag Neue Musik.
¨
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Three Whistler Miniatures (2011) by Helen Grime
for violin, cello, and piano
I: The Little Note in Yellow and Gold (Tranquillo)
II: Lapis Lazuli (Presto)
III: The Violet Note (Lontano, molto flessibile)

Three Whistler Miniatures falls into three movements, contrasted in mood
and tempo. The titles refer to three chalk and pastel miniatures, which are
displayed in the Veronese Room of the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in
Boston. Although the music does not relate directly to the pictures, I was
taken by the subtly graduated palate and intimate atmosphere suggested by
each of them.
Throughout the piece the violin and cello form a sort of unit, which is set
against the contrasting nature of the piano.
The first movement opens with a very quiet and gentle piano melody.
Gradually the violin and cello become part of the texture, but moving at a
slower pace. The violin and cello form an overlapping two-part melody,
very high in register and ethereal in quality, whilst the piano moves at a
quicker pace with a more detailed and elaborate version of the string
material creating a delicate, layered effect. This leads to a faster section, the
two string instruments have overlapping material with more agitated
outbursts from the piano. This builds to an impassioned and somewhat
flamboyant piano solo, featuring falling gestures and is interspersed with an
intensified and quicker version of the previous string material until the end
of the movement.
The second movement is lively and virtuosic for all three players. A running
continuous line is passed back and forth between the cello and violin,
eventually being taken by the piano before a more melodic section. Lyrical
lines are contrasted with the more jagged material of the opening, the three
instruments coming together in rhythmic unison before an extended and
complete melody is heard in the violin and cello. Each melodic entry is
lower in register and dynamic, seeming to die away before the final presto
section takes over until the movement’s close.
Beginning with a distant high piano melody and set against muted strings
‘quasi lullaby’, the third movement alludes to the textures and material of
the opening of the piece. A more agitated florid section leads to a
heightened rendition of the piano melody for high cello surrounded by
filigree passagework in the piano and violin. The violin takes over before
the final section, which combines the piano writing from the opening of the
first movement, but here it is much darker in nature.
— H. G.
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Born in 1981, Helen Grime studied oboe with John
Anderson and composition with Julian Anderson and
Edwin Roxburgh at the Royal College of Music. In 2003
she won a British Composer Award for her Oboe
Concerto, and was awarded the intercollegiate Theodore
Holland Composition Prize in 2003 as well as all the
major composition prizes in the RCM. In 2008 she was
awarded a Leonard Bernstein Fellowship to study at the
Tanglewood Music Center, where she studied with John
Harbison, Michael Gandolfi, Shulamit Ran, and Augusta Read Thomas.
Grime was a Legal and General Junior Fellow at the Royal College of Music
from 2007 to 2009. Since 2010 she has lectured in composition at the
Department of Music at Royal Holloway, University of London.
Grime has had works commissioned by some of the most established
performers including London Symphony Orchestra, BCMG, Britten Sinfonia,
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra and the Tanglewood Music Center.
Conductors who have performed her work include Daniel Harding, Pierre
Boulez, Yan Pascal Tortelier, Oliver Knussen, and Sir Mark Elder.
Between 2011 and 2015 she was Associate Composer to the Hallé
Orchestra. This fruitful period resulted in a series of new works and a
recording of her orchestral works released by NMC Recordings. This disc
was awarded 'Editors Choice' by Gramophone Magazine on its release and
went on to be nominated in the Contemporary category of the 2015
Gramophone Awards.
2015 saw performances at the BBC Proms and Aldeburgh Festival, as well
as the premiere of her Double Concerto by the Hallé Orchestra and her
string trio Aviary Sketches (after Joseph Cornell) at the Wigmore Hall,
London, and Alice Tully Hall, New York. In 2016 the New World Symphony
presented the US premiere of A Cold Spring in Miami, and the BBC Scottish
Symphony Orchestra and National Youth Orchestra of Scotland gave the
first performance of Two Eardley Pictures at the BBC Proms. Grime was
Composer in Residence at the 2016 Heimbach Festival in Germany, which
saw the performance of a number of her chamber works, including the
premiere of Five North Eastern Scenes for oboe and piano.
Helen Grime is Wigmore Hall Composer in Residence for the 2016/17 and
2017/18 seasons. The first commissioned work of her residency, a Piano
Concerto, was premiered by Huw Watkins and Birmingham Contemporary
Music Group conducted by Oliver Knussen in March 2017. Future projects
include a large-scale work for the London Symphony Orchestra and Sir
Simon Rattle to be premiered in the 2017/18 season.
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Her website is helengrime.com.
¨

The Coming of Age (2003) by Richard Festinger

for soprano, flute, clarinet, violin, viola, cello, and piano
1. Upon Waking
2. The Dry Dry Land. Here
3. Poem
4. The Coming of Age

Commissioned by the Mary Flagler Cary Trust for the Group for
Contemporary Music. Texts by Denis Johnson (see below).
I was saddened last May to read of the untimely death of Denis Johnson, one
of the most compelling, prolific and original of our "young" writers. I met
Denis in the summer of 1983. He was the poet in residence at the Frost
Place in Franconia, New Hampshire; I was enjoying a composing residency
at the Edward MacDowell Colony some hundred miles to the south, having
just completed a Ph.D. at U.C. Berkeley. Introduced by a mutual friend, I
spent two engrossing days talking and laughing with Denis in the house
once occupied by Robert Frost. Afterwards, steeping myself in Denis’
writings, I found his poetry and fiction both immediately powerful, and
when asked in 2001 to propose a project with a literary component to the
Works and Process series at the Guggenheim Museum in New York, I
immediately thought of setting some of Denis’ poems. The result was my
song cycle, The Coming of Age.
In spite of their origins during different periods of Denis' output, the four
poems all center on the theme of love, its solace and transformative power.
This common thread, as well as the beauty and directness of their language,
is what immediately drew me to these particular poems, and led me to form
them into a set. Three of the poems also contain musical imagery, which I
found intriguing. Over a period of several months, I mused over the poetry,
and how it might be set to music. The actual composition of the piece began
at the end of June 2002, when I was again in residence at the MacDowell
Colony in the southern New Hampshire woods.
The music of The Coming of Age is not particularly abstract, as it is in many
of my other works, but is very much adapted to the poems, their various
meanings and imagery. In one sense, a composer sets a text like a jeweler
sets a stone, looking for the right musical character and mood to show the
poem off in all its facets. For example, the second poem in the set, The Dry,
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Dry Land. Here, with its strange arboreal imagery, needed a preternatural
musical evocation. Likewise, Poem, the third in the set, is so infused with a
kind of vernacular iconography that it cried out for setting in an eclectic
musical style that I chose to center around idioms of modern jazz.
Denis attended the world premiere performances in May of 2003 at the
Guggenheim Museum, and read from his work before the piece was played.
He was a quiet, generous man, a bit reclusive, but always available to me on
those occasions when I sought him out. For me, tonight’s performance is in
his memory.
— R. F.
¨

Composer Richard Festinger has achieved
international recognition for his extensive catalogue of
vocal and instrumental compositions. Writing for the
2011 Tanglewood Festival of Contemporary Music,
Frank J. Oteri describes Festinger’s music as "notable for
its combination of propulsive energy with an
impeccable sense of poise and balance." Since 1990 he
has been a professor of composition at San Francisco State University,
where he is also Artistic Director of the Morrison Artists chamber music
series. Before turning to composing, he led his own groups as a jazz
performer. Festinger received M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in composition from
the University of California, Berkeley, and in the mid-1980’s was one of the
co-founders of Earplay. His music is published by C.F. Peters Corporation
and Wildcat Canyon Press. His works have been recorded for the Centaur,
Bridge, CRI and CRS labels. He has received major awards and commissions
from the Jerome Foundation, the Fromm Foundation at Harvard University,
the Koussevitzky Foundation in the Library of Congress, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the Aaron Copland Fund for Music, the Argosy
Foundation, the Barlow Foundation, the Mary Flagler Cary Trust, the Pew
Charitable Trust, the Philadelphia Music Project, Meet the Composer, the
American Music Center, and the American Composers Forum. He is a
recipient of the George Ladd Grand Prix de Paris, and has received both the
Walter Hinrichsen Award and an Academy Award from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters. His website is www.rafestinger.com.
¨

Poems by Denis Johnson (1949-2017):
12

1. Upon Waking
at the far edge of earth, night
is going away. another
poem begins. slumped over
the typewriter i must get this
exactly, i want to make it
clear this morning that your
face as it opens
from its shadow, is more
perfect than yesterday; and
that the light, as it
hesitates over the approach
of your smile, has given this
aching bed more than warmth,
more than poems; someway
a generous rose, or a very
delicate arrangement of sounds,
has come to peace in this new room
2. The Dry Dry Land. Here
the dry dry land. here
and there from the
rasp and muscle of its flatness
a tree gushes forth. i
have seen trees, have
heard them at night being
dragged into the sky.
i know they are very
real. i know they know.
lover, i am not
a tree, you would
never mistake me
for one, my arid movements
for its flowing coolness. but
sometimes in the dark silken
air of this room
i feel that we are
a liquid jumble of trees
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falling interminably away from
the land, its dry infinitude.
3. Poem
Loving you is every bit as fine
as coming over a hill into the sun
at ninety miles an hour darling when
its dawn and you can hear the stars unlocking
themselves from the designs of God beneath
the disintegrating orchestra of my black
Chevrolet. The radio clings to an unidentified station – somewhere a tango suffers,
and the dance floor burns around two lovers
whom nothing can touch – no, not even death!
Oh! the acceleration with which my heart does proceed,
reaching like stars almost but never quite
of light the speed of light the speed of light.
4. The Coming of Age
Outside the spring
afternoon
is occurring, my love,
just as our voices
are going home from us
to the plains, and the shapes
of ourselves, as we impose
them on this one, prepare
to blend with other
afternoons, possibly in
this very room
as tiny dusts uplifted
in the bands of sunlight,
or in other still chambers.
I don’t want you to be afraid
as we stand here losing
our lives, unable to speak,
soon to enter the dream
of once having touched
this portion, that smoothness
of flesh now buried dead
and having heard the lovely
tones ascending on a voice
merely speaking; there is
the chance there will be
the singing of the voiceless,
unraveling into the unenclosed
emptiness a silence
14

drawn taut so
slowly its
high music encounters
us before
it begins, and we are dancing.

Credits:
Upon Waking and The Dry Dry Land. Here: from The Man Among the Seals,
Stone Wall Press, Iowa City, 1969.
Poem: from The Veil, Knopf Poetry Series, New York, 1987.
The Coming of Age: The Incognito Lounge, Random House, New York, 1982.
¨

Earplayers
In addition to being a member of Earplay, Terrie
Baune (violin) is co-concertmaster of the OaklandEast Bay Symphony, concertmaster of the North State
Symphony, and a former member of the Empyrean
Ensemble. Her professional credits include
concertmaster positions with the Women’s
Philharmonic, Fresno Philharmonic, Santa Cruz
County Symphony, and Rohnert Park Symphony. A
member of the National Symphony Orchestra for four years, she also spent
two years as a member of the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra of New
Zealand, where she toured and recorded for Radio New Zealand with the
Gabrielli Trio and performed with the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra.
¨

Tod Brody (flutes) has been Earplay's flutist since

1996. He serves in a similar capacity with Northern
California new music groups Eco Ensemble, San
Francisco Contemporary Music Players, and Empyrean
Ensemble, and has enjoyed an extensive career that has
included performances of numerous world premieres
and many recordings. He is also principal flutist of the
San Francisco Chamber Orchestra, the Sacramento
Opera, and the California Musical Theater, and makes frequent appearances
with the San Francisco Opera and San Francisco Ballet orchestras, and in
other chamber and orchestral settings throughout the Bay Area.
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In addition to his career as a performer, Tod has, for many years, served in
leadership positions with music organizations. He has served as Executive
Director of the San Francisco Bay Area Chapter of the American Composers
Forum, and as the first Executive Director of the contemporary opera
company Opera Parallèle. Since 2016, he has been Executive Director of the
Marin Symphony.
¨

“… One cannot resist the charm, energy and allégresse that
was displayed on the podium by Mary Chun.” — Le Figaro,
Paris

A fierce advocate of new work, Mary Chun
(conductor) has worked with many composers such
as John Adams, Olivier Messiaen, Libby Larsen,
William Kraft, and Tan Dun, to name a few. At the
invitation of composer John Adams, she conducted the Finnish chamber
orchestra Avanti! in the Paris, Hamburg and Montreal premiere
performances of his chamber opera Ceiling/Sky to critical acclaim.
Passionate about new lyric collaborations, she has music-directed a number
of world premieres, including Libby Larsen’s opera, Every Man Jack;
Mexican-American composer Guillermo Galindo’s Decreation: Fight
Cherries, a multi-media experimental portrait of the brief life of the brilliant
French philosopher Simone Weil; Carla Lucero’s Wuornos, the tragic true
tale of the notorious female serial killer; and Joseph Graves’ and Mort
Garson’s Revoco.
Recently named Music Director for SEVENAGES Investment Company, the
Beijing/Shanghai-based production company that produces blockbuster
Broadway musicals in Mandarin translation, Mary’s work as Music Director
can be heard in the popular Man of La Mancha production that continues to
tour in over 50 cities across China. Upcoming, Mary is slated to music direct
a new production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's Cinderella, opening in
Shanghai this May.
Closer to home, she has worked with West Edge Opera, where she
conducted Thomas Ades' controversial opera Powder Her Face to
international critical acclaim. Other conducting engagements include opera
tours with the Kosice Opera throughout Germany, Switzerland and Austria
in addition to concerts in Belgium and the Czech Republic. She has also been
invited to conduct the Hawaii Opera Theater, Lyric Opera of Cleveland,
Opera Idaho, Texas Shakespeare Festival, Ballet San Joaquin, West Bay
Opera, Pacific Repertory Opera, and the Mendocino Music Festival. As
Resident Music Director for Cinnabar Opera Theater, Mary has been
recognized by the Bay Area Theater Critics Circle with nominations and
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awards for Best Music Direction in musicals and opera over several
seasons.
¨

Peter Josheff has been on the front lines of the

northern California new music scene for more than
thirty years as a composer and clarinetist. He is a
founding member of Earplay and of Sonic Harvest, and
is a core member of the San Francisco Contemporary
Music Players, the Empyrean Ensemble (UC Davis), and
the Eco Ensemble (UC Berkeley). He performs
frequently with Opera Parallèle and the San Francisco
Chamber Orchestra, and has worked with many other
groups including Other Minds, West Edge Opera, Melody of China, the Ives
Collective, Mills College Contemporary Performance Ensemble, the Paul
Dresher Ensemble, and Composers, Inc. He has appeared on numerous
recordings on the Albany, Bridge, Centaur, Innova, Arabesque, CRI,
Rastascan, Tazdik, and Electra record labels.
He has composed instrumental and vocal music, opera and pop songs, as
well as music for dance and theater. His music has been performed by the
San Francisco Chamber Orchestra, the Farallon Quintet, the Laurel
Ensemble, the Bernal Hill Players, Earplay, Sonic Harvest, the Empyrean
Ensemble, Melody of China, Goat Hall Productions, and many individual
performers. His recent works include: September (2017) for solo
violin; Dream Spaces & Recurring Nightmares (2017) for piano and spoken
voice, written for and premiered by pianist Kate Campbell; and The Dream
Mechanic(2016), for woman’s spoken voice, tenor, and chamber orchestra,
commissioned by and premiered by the San Francisco Chamber Orchestra.
¨

A native of Washington D.C., Thalia Moore (cello)
began her cello studies with Robert Hofmekler, and
after only 5 years of study appeared as soloist with the
National Symphony Orchestra of Washington at the
Kennedy Center Concert Hall. She attended the
Juilliard School of Music as a student of Lynn Harrell.
Ms. Moore has been Associate Principal Cellist of the San Francisco Opera
Orchestra since 1982 and a member of the San Francisco Ballet Orchestra
since 1989. Moore has been a member of the Empyrean ensemble since
1999 and has made recordings with the group of works by Davidovsky,
Niederberger, Bauer, and Rakowski. As a member of Earplay, she has
participated in numerous recordings and premieres, including the
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American premiere of Shintaro Imai’s La Lutte Bleue for cello and
electronics.
¨

Ellen Ruth Rose (viola) enjoys a varied career as a

soloist, ensemble musician and teacher with a strong
interest in the music of our times. She is a member of
Eco Ensemble, Empyrean Ensemble, and Earplay. She
has worked extensively throughout Europe and has
performed as soloist with many ensembles and at many
festivals. She has appeared on numerous recordings, including a CD of the
chamber music of German composer Caspar Johannes Walter — featuring
several pieces written for her — which won the 1998 German Recording
Critics new music prize.
Over the past several years she has collaborated with and premiered works
by numerous Northern California composers, including Kurt Rohde,
Edmund Campion, Aaron Einbond, Mark Winges, John MacCallum, Mauricio
Rodriguez, Cindy Cox, Mei-Fang Lin, Robert Coburn, and Linda Bouchard. In
2003 she created, organized and directed Violafest!, a four-concert festival
at UC Davis celebrating the viola in solos and chamber music new and old,
including premieres of pieces by Yu-Hui Chang and Laurie San Martin.
Rose holds an M.Mus. in viola performance from the Juilliard School, an
artist diploma from the Northwest German Music Academy in Detmold,
Germany and a B.A. with honors in English and American history and
literature from Harvard University. Her viola teachers have included Heidi
Castleman, Nobuko Imai, Marcus Thompson, and Karen Tuttle. She is on
the instrumental faculty at UC Davis and UC Berkeley and has taught at the
University of the Pacific, the Humboldt Chamber Music Workshop, and the
Sequoia Chamber Music Workshop.
¨

Brenda Tom (piano) has performed as a soloist
with the SF Chamber Orchestra, the California
Symphony, the Pittsburgh Ballet Orchestra, I Solisti di
Oakland, the Sacramento Symphony, the Fort Collins
Symphony, the Diablo Symphony, the Sacramento
Ballet Orchestra, and the San Francisco Ballet
Orchestra. She has recorded with PianoDisc, China
Recording Company, Klavier Records, V’tae Records, and IMG Media. She
has served as principal pianist with the Sacramento Symphony, Symphony
Silicon Valley, San Jose Chamber Orchestra, Monterey Symphony, and Santa
Cruz Symphony, and has performed with the Sacramento Chamber Music
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Association, MusicNow, Chamber Music/West, the Cabrillo Festival, the
Festival of New American Music, Music in the Mountains, Music From Bear
Valley, and the Hidden Valley Music Festival. Ms. Tom graduated from the
San Francisco Conservatory of Music, where she studied with Beatrice
Beauregard and Mack McCray.
¨

Guest Artist
Lyric coloratura soprano Nikki Einfeld has been
widely recognized for her "high flying virtuosity" (New
York Times) as well as her "blazing intensity and
ferocious artistry" (San Francisco Chronicle).
Recent highlights from the operatic stage include Diana
in L'arbore di Diana with West Edge Opera, the
Controller in Flight with Opera Parallèle, Curley’s Wife
in Carlisle Floyd's Of Mice and Men with Manitoba Opera,
and title role in the world premiere of Death with
Interruptions by Kurt Rhode. Other notable appearances include Susanna
in Le Nozze di Figaro with Vancouver Opera and New Orleans Opera;
Konstanze in Die Entfü̈ hrung aus dem Serail with West Bay Opera and
Mendocino Music Festival; the title role of Lucia di Lammermoor with
Syracuse Opera and Green Mountain Opera Festival; Ophelia in Hamlet with
Opera Lyra Ottawa; several roles with San Francisco Opera including the
world premiere of Dolores Claiborne by Tobias Picker, Gianetta in The Elixir
of Love, Papagena in The Magic Flute, Barbarina in Le Nozze di Figaro;
Nanetta in Falstaff and Mabel in The Pirates of Penzance with Edmonton
Opera; Rosina in The Barber of Seville, Marie in The Daughter of the
Regiment, and Norina in Don Pasquale with Manitoba Opera.
A highly adept interpreter of a wide range of repertoire spanning from the
baroque to contemporary music, Ms. Einfeld has made guest appearances
on the concert stage with the San Francisco Symphony including the Sound
Box series, Berkeley Symphony Orchestra, The Marin Symphony, Winnipeg
Symphony Orchestra New Music Festival, Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra,
and the Empyrean Ensemble. As a champion of contemporary music she
regularly performs premieres by modern composers and has recently been
appointed a member of the Left Coast Chamber Orchestra. Her
collaboration with this ensemble will further explore her love for the
concert stage and the pairing of new works with traditional masterpieces.
Ms. Einfeld is a former Adler Fellow and Merola Alumnus with the San
Francisco Opera, and also received acclaim as a Grand Finalist in the 2006
Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions.
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Staff
With nearly 30 years of administration experience, Lori Zook (Executive
Director) has worked with non-profit arts organizations since 1991, and
has held management level positions – with an emphasis on fundraising –
since 1998. Most recently, she was a Development Manager at Quinn
Associates, a firm serving small to mid-sized non-profit organizations
throughout the Bay Area, where she assisted multiple clients with grant
writing, grants management, prospect research, and strategic planning.
While there, she raised millions of dollars for her clients, which included
presenters, music ensembles, dance companies, arts education providers,
and complex public-private partnership organizations. She served as the
executive director of Oakland Opera Theater from 1998-2005, and during
her tenure, the company expanded its season, developed an administrative
infrastructure, experienced substantial audience growth, and successfully
began fundraising. She also co-founded the company's venue, the Oakland
Metro in 2001. Lori served on the City of Oakland’s Cultural Affairs
Commission and was Acting Chair of that body. Under her leadership, the
commission became participants in the Oakland Partnership and the East
Bay Cultural Corridor project, the latter involving a four-city partnership to
develop marketing strategies. She has served on arts funding panels for the
City of Oakland and the Arts Council of Silicon Valley, and has been involved
in several arts initiatives, including ArtVote, Spokes of a Hub, and the
Illuminated Corridor.
¨

West Edge Opera: Snapshot!
A West Edge Opera / Earplay collaboration presents
excerpts from five new operas by emerging and
established west coast composers!
Composers: Cyril Deaconoff, Larry London, Brian Rosen,
Katherine Saxon, Erling Wold.
Tickets: westedgeopera.org/snapshot or call 510-841-1903.
•
•

Odd Fellows Hall in Berkeley: Saturday 2/24/18 at 8pm.
Taube Atrium Theater in San Francisco: Sunday 2/25/18 at 3pm.
¨
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Donors
Earplay sincerely thanks its donors for their generosity and for their continued belief in the
importance of the creation and performance of intriguing new music. Please join us by giving
whatever you can, we can’t do it without you!
$10,000 +
William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
San Francisco Grants for the Arts

Mel Bachmeier
Tod Brody
Chen Yi & Long Zhou
Winnie & Wayne Chun
Adam Frey
Melanie Gong
Karen Gottlieb
Ellinor Hagedorn
Sherry Hsi
Jeremy Knight
Joan Huang & William Kraft
Antoinette Kuhry & Thomas Haeuser
Daniel P. Scharlin
William Schottstaedt
Aislinn Scofield
Anne Steele
Olly Wilson
Lori Zook

$5,000 +
The Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
Lawrence Russo
$1,000 +
Mary Chun
Richard Festinger
Patricia Glasow
Barbara Imbrie
May Luke
Bari & Stephen Ness
Joan & Arthur Rose
Laura Rosenberg
Thomas J. White
The Zellerbach Family Foundation

Other generous donors:
Katherine Brody
Ann Callaway
Christopher Concolino
Lori Dobbins
Ellen Harrison
Marilyn Mercur
Wendy Niles
Sandra and Leonard Rosenberg
Michael Sharp
Jeffrey & Jean Stadelman

$500 +
Brooke Aird
Samela Aird Beasom & Mark Beasom
Raymond & Mary Chun
In honor & memory of Louise & Frank
Haiman
Sally & Philip Kipper
Rosalie Lowe
Ellen R. Rose & Mark Haiman
$100 +
Mark Applebaum

¨

Special Thanks
Bruce Christian Bennett
Berkeley Chamber Arts
Richard Festinger
Valden Kampf
Sally and Philip Kipper
Piedmont Piano
Ellen Ruth Ros

Karen Rosenak
Lawrence Russo
Les Thaler
Brenda Tom
UC Davis Dept. of Music
Michael Yano

¨
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Herbst Theatre
SAN FRANCISCO WAR MEMORIAL AND PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
HERBST THEATRE
Owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco
through the Board of Trustees of the War Memorial of San Francisco
The Honorable Edwin M. Lee, Mayor
TRUSTEES
Thomas E. Horn, President
Nancy H. Bechtle, Vice-President
Belva Davis
Lt. Col. Wallace I. Levin CSMR (Ret.)
Gorretti Lo Lui
Mrs. George R. Moscone
MajGen J. Michael Myatt, USMC (Ret.)
Paul F. Pelosi
Charlotte Mailliard Shultz
Vaughn R. Walker
Diane B. Wilsey
Elizabeth Murray, Managing Director
Jennifer E. Norris, Assistant Managing Director
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About Earplay

Mission statement:
nurtures new chamber music, linking audiences, performers, and
composers through concerts, commissions, and recordings of the finest
music of our time.
Founded in 1985 by a consortium of composers and musicians, Earplay is dedicated to the
performance of new chamber music. Earplay offers audiences a unique opportunity to hear
eloquent, vivid performances of some of today’s finest chamber music.
Earplay has performed over 500 works by more than 300 composers in its 32-year history,
including over 140 world premieres and more than 80 new works commissioned by the
ensemble. This season will reinforce Earplay’s unwavering track record of presenting
exceptional music in the 21st century.
Concerts feature the Earplayers, a group of artists who have developed a lyrical and ferocious
style. Mary Chun conducts the Earplayers, all outstanding Bay Area musicians: Tod
Brody, flute and piccolo; Peter Josheff, clarinet and bass clarinet; Terrie Baune, violin; Ellen
Ruth Rose, viola; Thalia Moore, cello; and Brenda Tom, piano.
Individual donations are vital to Earplay’s success, and we greatly appreciate your generosity!
Visit our website earplay.org to make a tax-deductible donation, or make a donation tonight.
Together we can keep the music coming!
Earplay
560 29th Street
San Francisco, CA 94131-2239
Email: earplay@earplay.org
Web: earplay.org
Earplay New Chamber Music
@EarplayNewMusic
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Earplay’s 2018 Season in San Francisco:
music without beginning or end
Concerts at 7:30 p.m.
Pre-concert talks at 6:45 p.m.

Concert 1: A Delicate Arrangement of Sounds
Monday, February 5, 2018
at Taube Atrium Theater
War Memorial Veterans Building (4th floor)
401 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
Franck Bedrossian: I’m nobody! Who are you? *†
Bruce Christian Bennett: Small Art
Richard Festinger: The Coming of Age ***
Helen Grime: Three Whistler Miniatures

Concert 2: Magnetic Commentaries

Monday, March 19, 2018
at Taube Atrium Theater
War Memorial Veterans Building (4th floor)
401 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
James Dashow: Soundings in Pure Duration n.4 ***
Richard Festinger: Kleinen doch emsigen †
Daniel Godsil: Aeropittura ††
Maija Hynninen: new work *
Vera Ivanova: Sagittarius

Concert 3: The Way Things Go

Monday, April 30, 2017
at Herbst Theatre
War Memorial Veterans Building (main floor)
401 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
Turgut Erçetin: Resonances (b): Tella **
Richard Festinger: The Way Things Go ***
Pablo Ortiz: and all the phonies go mad with joy **
Mark Winges: Night-Voiced *
John Yu: new work *†
* World premiere
** US premiere
*** West Coast premiere
† Earplay commission
†† 2017 Aird prize

Earplay
560 29th Street
San Francisco, CA 94131
Email: earplay@earplay.org
Web: earplay.org

